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Effur Si Muove
JENNIFER SHAW

Flood State

Curated by Michael Mehl

SAFOTO Web Galleries
www.fotoseptiembreusa.com/gallery

TAMI BONE

Mythos

Curated by Michael Mehl

SAFOTO Web Galleries
www.fotoseptiembreusa.com/gallery
RICHARD NITSCHKE
CHRISTINA NOUVEAU

Desert
Flora

Curated by Jeannette MacDougall

Intermezzo Gallery
716 High Street
Comfort, TX 78013
(830) 995-3899
www.intermezzogallery.com

Image: Richard Nitschke

Rodolfo Choperena

A Few Of My Favorite Things

Curated by Julya Jara
MBAW Gallerist

Musical Bridges Around The World Gallery
23705 IH-10 West, Frontage Road
Suite 101
San Antonio, TX 78257
(210) 464-1534
www.musicalbridges.org
GUILHERME BERGAMINI
R. MICHAEL BERRIER, DANIELLE CHARLES
SARA FIELDS, MATT FISHER
HECTOR GARZA, ANITA GENTRY
JEANNE HARFORD, MARK HIEBERT
JULYA JARA, EDWARD LEAFE
MEGAN LOPEZ, NINA PADILLA
ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ, DAVID RUBIN
TRISH SIMONITE, MARY LYNN SUTHERLAND
MARY LOU UTTERMOLLEN
ANNE WALLACE, KEVIN WASHINGTON

**Time Capsule**

Curated by Jenny Browne and Scott Martin
Organized by Shelby M. Rocca

**Digital Pro Lab**
10103 San Pedro Avenue
San Antonio, TX 78216
(210) 377-3686
www.digitalprolab.com

*Image: Mark Hiebert*
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**AL RENDON**

**San Antonio**
**A Photographic Portrait**

Rendon Photography & Fine Art
733 South Alamo Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
(210) 288-4900
www.alrendon.com
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RACHAEL BANKS
CHRIS CASTILLO
MARI HERNANDEZ
STEPHANIE TORRES

WORLDS APART
TOGETHER

ORGANIZED BY JULIE LEDET

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT SAN ANTONIO
UTSA MAIN ART GALLERY
1604 CAMPUS
ONE UTSA CIRCLE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78249
(210) 458-4391
HTTP://ART.UTSA.EDU
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DANNY BOURQUE, CADE BRADSHAW
JEFFREY BURTON, JOSH CAMPBELL
KALLIE CHEVES, JANAE CONTAG
HUNTER CROSS, LEON DACBERT
ANH-VIET DINH, JOHN DEAN DOMINGUE
LANGLEY GAROUTTE, JOHN KEEDEY
JENNIFER McNICHOLS, COURTNEY PERRY
JANIE PORCHE, SHELBY ROCCA
JAMIE SCHINDLER, FRANCESCA SIMONITE
SARAH PAGONA VAUGHT, BRIA WOODS

VISIBLE LIGHT
TRINITY ALUMNI PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION

CURATED BY TRISH SIMONITE
PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF ART & ART HISTORY
TRINITY UNIVERSITY

TRINITY UNIVERSITY
MICHAEL & NOÉMI NEIDORFF GALLERY
DICKE ART BUILDING
ONE TRINITY PLACE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78212-7200

IMAGE : CADE BRADSHAW
TOMAS CASADEMUNT

Umbrales

UNAM San Antonio
600 Hemisfair Plaza Way
Building 333
San Antonio, TX 78205
(210) 222-8626
www.unamsa.edu

REBECCA DIETZ

Chimeric Daydreams & Aperol Suns

Curated by Jenelle Esparza

Presa House Pop Up
112 Blue Star
San Antonio, TX 78204
MELANIE RUSH DAVIS

Road Trip

Curated by Jenelle Esparza

Presa House Pop Up
112 Blue Star
San Antonio, TX 78204

MARTHA SAENZ

Heartfelt
Core Concepts

Heart House Gallery
1223 South Alamo Street
San Antonio, TX 78210
https://m.facebook.com/cedahearthouse/?ref=bookmarks

EXHIBITION CANCELLED
KIMBERLY HOPKINS
KYLE CRAIG
GEORGE GONZALES
CHRISTINA LEAVITT
TIMOTHY McVAIN
BOMA MUAKA
CARMEN PENA
BILLIE JEAN POSKEY
KEVIN WASHINGTON

Street Foto’s

Curated by Kimberly Hopkins
Organized by K.Hop Photography

HAUSMANN MILLWORKS
Creative Community
925 West Russell Place
San Antonio, TX 78212
(210) 884-6390
www.hausmannmillworks.com

Image: Kimberly Hopkins

ADAM RODRIGUEZ

9mph
(Nine Miles Per Hour)

Ben Mata Contemporary
502 West Mistletoe Avenue
San Antonio, TX 78212
(210) 685-4061
www.benmata.com
MARK SOBHANI

Streets Of San Fernando

Mildfire Coffee
15502 Huebner Road
San Antonio, TX 78248
(210) 492-9544
WWW.MILDFIRECOFFEE.COM

FREDDY CAMARGO

Desmontar

Curated by Ana Montoya and Mike Esparza

AnArte Gallery
7959 Broadway Street
Suite 404
San Antonio, TX 78209
(210) 826-5674
WWW.ANARTEGALLERY09.COM
ALEXANDRA NELIPA  
CAROLINA FLORES  
RICHARD ARREDONDO  

A Muse, Is A Muse, Is A Muse  

CURATED BY BRIAN ST. JOHN  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, CHAIR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART  
SAINT MARY’S UNIVERSITY  

SAINT MARY’S UNIVERSITY  
LOUIS J. BLUME LIBRARY GALLERY  
ONE CAMINO SANTA MARIA  
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78228  
(210) 436-3430  
WWW.STMARYTX.EDU  

IRENE ABRÉGO  
TRICIA BUCHHORN  
JOAN FABIAN  
JO HILTON  
EDMUND LO  
MARK MAGAVERN  
LEONARD ZIEGLER  

NATURAL VISIONS  

SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE  
WILLIAM R. SINKIN ECOCENTRO  
1802 NORTH MAIN AVENUE  
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78212  
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ECOCENTRO1  
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VARIOUS COMMUNITY PHOTOGRAPHERS

Somos San Antonio
This Is My San Antonio

Villa Finale Museum & Gardens
401 King William Street
San Antonio, TX 78204
(210) 223-9800
www.villafinale.org

IMAGE: Friend of Villa Finale

PEDRO VALTIERRA

Imágenes En Conflicto

Curated by Ana Luisa Anza
Editorial Coordinator
Cuartoscuro Magazine
Mexico City, Mexico

Mexican Cultural Institute
600 Hemisfair Plaza Way
Building 329
San Antonio, TX 78205
(210) 227-0123
https://icm2.sre.gob.mx/culturameksa/
ANGIE CARNEY
ELIZABETH CASTLE
JEANNE SHEPHERD HARFORD

This, That, And The Other

Curated by Carriage House Gallery Of Artists
Organized by Elizabeth Castle

Carriage House Gallery Of Artists
110 Rosewood Avenue
Boerne, TX 78006
(830) 248-1184
www.carriagehousegalleryofartists.com

Image: Elizabeth Castle

DEBORAH KELLER-RIHN

Traces Of Perception
Glimpses Of A Life Divine

Curated by Brian St. John

Gallery 20/20
1010 South Flores Street
Suite 108
San Antonio, TX 78204
(210) 473-8331
www.gallery2020.net
COUrTNEY CAmpBELl
KAmlIlE dONLEY
JAmES JAmcKSON
mArTHA mORmEO
pATrICIA mORmIS
ANTONIA pAdILLAr
ANdREw pATTErSON
KEvIN WASHINGToN

PercepToN Of TiMe

LONE STAr ART SpACE
107 LONE STAr BOULEVARD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(210) 884-8100
HTTPS://FACEBOOk.COm/pG/LONESTArArTSpACE

ImAGE : KEvIN WASHINGToN

RAMLN SAMANdARI

Body And Mind

DOCK SpACE GAlleRY
107 LONE STAr BOULEVARD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(210) 320-0479
WWW.DOCKSPACExGALLERY.COM

in the past four years i've been getting a lot more involved with my body and my work. i've been using it as a tool to understand and explore my femininity.

in my work i've been working on unearthing and unpacking the ways in which i've been socialized to view my body in a way that is not necessarily healthy for me. i've been exploring the ways in which i've been taught to see my body and how that has influenced my relationships with myself and others.

i've been using self-portraits to explore my own experiences and to understand how they have shaped my perspective on femininity. i've been using this work as a way to challenge the ways in which i've been socialized to view my body and to explore the ways in which my body has been used as a tool to understand and explore my femininity.

some of my work is focused on the ways in which i've been socialized to see my body in a way that is not necessarily healthy for me. i've been exploring the ways in which i've been taught to see my body and how that has influenced my relationships with myself and others.

i've been using self-portraits to explore my own experiences and to understand how they have shaped my perspective on femininity. i've been using this work as a way to challenge the ways in which i've been socialized to view my body and to explore the ways in which my body has been used as a tool to understand and explore my femininity.
SCOTT MARTIN

LUNAR

DORCOL DISTILLING + BREWING CO.
1902 SOUTH FLORES STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(210) 229-0607
HTTP://DORCOLDISTSPIRITS.COM

REBECCA DIETZ

MAGDALENE

PROVENANCE GALLERY
1906 SOUTH FLORES STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(210) 216-8362
WWW.PROVENANCEGALLERYS.A.COM
JULYSA SUSA

Trizas

Curated by Rebel Mariposa
Sponsored by Lady Base Gallery

AP Art Lab
1906 South Flores Street
San Antonio, TX 78204
www.ladybasegallery.com

MICHELLE CLAIRE
JESSE GUEVARA
GINA MARTINEZ
& OTHER ARTISTS

MNML

Curated by Michelle Claire
and Jesse Guevara

Freight Gallery & Studios
1913 South Flores Street
San Antonio, TX 78204
(210) 331-4382
www.freightsatx.com
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JENNIFER GARZA-CUEN

Wandering In Place
Eden, VT

Curated by Tom Turner
Art Faculty
Northwest Vista College

Northwest Vista College
Palmetto Center For The Arts
3535 North Ellison Drive
San Antonio, TX 78251
(210) 486-4000
www.alamo.edu/nvc

LAURA WILSON

That Day
Pictures In The American West

Organized by Laura Wilson
In collaboration with the
Amon Carter Museum Of American Art
Fort Worth, Texas

Briscoe Western Art Museum
210 West Market Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
(210) 299-4499
www.briscoemuseum.org
CHUCK RAMIREZ  
(1962 - 2010)  

ALL THIS AND HEAVEN TOO  

ORGANIZED AND CURATED BY  
RENE PAUL BARILLEAUX  
HEAD OF CURATORIAL AFFAIRS  
AND HILARY SCHROEDER  
SEMMES FOUNDATION INTERN IN  
MUSEUM STUDIES  
MCNAY ART MUSEUM  

MCNAY ART MUSEUM  
6000 NORTH NEW BRAUNFELS AVENUE  
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78209  
WWW.MCNAYART.ORG  

CHUCK RAMIREZ  
(1962 - 2010)  

CHUCK IN CONTEXT  

CURATED BY PATRICIA RUÍZ-HEALY  

RUÍZ-HEALY ART  
201-A EAST OLMOS DRIVE  
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78212  
(210) 804-2219  
WWW.RUIZHEALYART.COM
E. DAN KLEPPER

WHY THE RAVEN CALLS THE CANYON

THE TWIG BOOK SHOP
306 PEARL PARKWAY
SUITE 106
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78215
(210) 826-6411
WWW.THETWIG.COM
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